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Fig. 8: Central sink (in red) surrounded by far-range relaying nodes
(in blue). These relays connect close-range medical sensor
nodes (in orange).
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(a) Configuration A: 7 leaves at each of the 2 relays (N1 = 7, N2 = 2)
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(b) Configuration B: 3 leaves at each of the 4 relays (N1 = 3, N2 = 4)
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(c) Configuration C: 1 leaf at each of the 8 relays (N1 = 1, N2 = 8)

Fig. 9: 3-tier hierarchical BANs with 16 sensor nodes (leaves): three
possible configurations are considered.

the coordinator are long (i.e., there is a regime of far-range
interferers). However, the proposed framework is applicable to
any type of tree architecture.

In this paper, we will focus on the impact of the tree
clustering on the throughput and energy consumption. More
precisely, in Fig. 9, three two-level (i.e., 3-tier) hierarchical
topologies with 16 nodes are presented.

B. Medical Applications of the Tree Topologies

The three topologies shown in Fig. 9 are generic and suitable
for a range of medical applications [40], [41]. More precisely,
“Configuration A" refers to a multi-sensor site where highly

dense clusters of nodes are deployed. This is representative of
medical scenarios where intense monitoring, in a few areas of
interest, is needed. Relevant medical applications are mobile
EEG (ElectroEncephaloGraphy) or post-operative monitoring
of localized critical health conditions.

The second configuration (“Configuration B”) is more bal-
anced and corresponds to multiple monitoring sites distributed
over the body. Two typical BAN scenarios are encompassed:
(i) redundant acquisitions of local physiological signals (for
safety reasons) or (ii) multiple independent sensing devices,
each having its own relay node (i.e., ECG (ElectroCardioG-
raphy) combined with limbs monitoring and motion sensors).
Relevant medical applications include stroke or Parkinson’s
disease monitoring (through a combination of EEG, ac-
celerometers, and a gyroscope), and cardiac arrest or ischaemic
heart disease monitoring (through a combination of an ECG
and a mechanoreceptor).

The third configuration (“Configuration C”) is representa-
tive of a generic sensing scheme where multiple sensors are
networked and distributed all over the body without local clus-
tering. In this sense, it is represenative of a star topology, as
each intermediate relay is connected to a single sensing unit. A
relevant medical application is given by a wearable vest with
multiple sensors across it (each node may measure local blood
pressure, collect electrical signals for ECG, and measure local
accelerations).

C. Multi-hop Traffic Model

In this work, we consider a slotted communication model,
where Tslot (dimension: [s]) denotes the duration of each slot.
It is important to distinguish between data generation and
data transmissions at the sensors. Data generation, in real
applications, depends on the quantity to be measured; data
transmission depends on the communication system design.
We now show clearly that generation and transmission cross-
influence each other.

Let us first model data generation. For the sake of simplic-
ity, we assume that in each slot a sensor can generate at most
one packet and we denote by λ ∈ [0, 1] the corresponding
probability of packet generation. In other words, the number
of packets generated by a sensor in a slot is a Bernoulli random
variable with parameter λ, i.e., λ can also be interpreted as
the average number of packets generated in a slot. Therefore,
λ/Tslot represents the average number of generated packets
per unit time (dimension: [s�1]). Finally, denoting the packet
length as L (dimension: [b/pck]) and the (fixed) transmission
data-rate as Rb (dimension: [b/s]), the packet duration is
Tpck , L/Rb (dimension [s]). For stability reasons, it has
to hold that:

Tpck ≤ Tslot.

Given specific transmission technology (which determines Rb)
and communication protocol, e.g., Zigbee (which determines
the percentage of overhead in a transmitted packet), it is
possible to determine the maximum payload per slot by
imposing Tpck = Tslot. Denoting Lpayload < L the length
of the payload and by rsamp�med the sampling rate of the




